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2020, disrupted by 9 months of delays and lockdowns, began with an energetic sense of optimism
and has ended with innovation in the face of uncertainty. I arrived in Nepal on 12/31/19, eager to orient our newly acting Assistant Director Dr. Brian
Roth (above left) who, after a few years on the
Board, was keen to engage with our field program.
Our Kathmandu office, shared with
NAFSCOL, gave us
easy access to other
partners: Institute
of Forestry (IoF) at
Tribhuvan (TU)
campus, the Kathmandu Training Center (KTC) and
Peace Corps. KTC invited us to again present the
slide show “Engaging Rural Communities in Reforestation” to their new trainees. Since we were preparing to hold our training workshop at the IoF
Pokhara for the Peace Corps Volunteers (PCVs) and
their selected counterpart Local Leaders (LLs), the
meeting with Nepal Peace Corps was particularly
consequential. Director Sherry Russell had some
good news, some bad. She had heard from former
participants that our program was worthwhile
enough to budget more support for each PCVs, but
selecting only 8 PCVs from all the who applied to
join. They nor we had limited participation before.
Food Security Program Manager Kishor Ghimire
agreed to attend our Pokhara training.
The eight new PCV/LL teams came from western
districts, Arghakanchi (2), and four new to us:
Pyuthan (3), Surkhet (1), Jajarkot (1), and distant
Dadeldhura (1) at Nepal’s far western frontier. Additionally, two local leaders from 2019, joined as a
refresher to lead 2 new groups in Lamjung.
Nepal Program’s Manager Beeju Poudyal, working
from Kathmandu, did an awesome job of logistics:
organizing, scheduling personnel and events for our
workshop Regenerative Eco-Agroforestry: IntegratPrinted on FSC certified 100% recycled paper
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ing Environmental Systems for Food Security, January 8-11 in Pokhara. IoF Agroforestry Professor
Deepa Poudel for a 3rd year gave an excellent slide
presentation on the beneficial impacts of Agroforestry. She invited me to give a presentation to her
IOF Agroforestry class on SeedTree approaches and
impacts. Similarly, Dr. Brian was invited to give his
slide presentation on Sustainable Forest Management he gave to our trainees. Our new VP/
Secretary Indira Silwal K.C. of U. Maine in Nepal

China

India

visiting family, helped with translations and led a
discussion on energy. Ram provided all with his excellent new Agroforestry book and with Baburam
gave Nepali language presentations, and led group
discussions on our Eco-Ed topics for the Local Leader/Facilitators. They supervised the construction and
sowing of the IoF demonstration nursery. Beeju led
the popular “web-of-life” game that serves as a lighthearted ice-breaker while it introduces the idea of
interdependence of each and all within the ecosystem. Kishor stressed to the PCVs the importance of
reporting, not knowing they would be recalled.

in May, by which time Sadhana was taking online
classes from her Tanahau home due to COVID closure
of IOF. In March all PCVs and Brian were recalled
to the US and Canada, respectively. Just before Nepal went into a very strict lockdown, Beeju left Kathmandu to set up a safe home office in Jhapa, far SE
Nepal. The lockdown was continuous, by a series of short extensions,
raising then dashing hopes, later by
local discretion and finally on December 13th, open, though borders remain closed. Beeju has since seen the
resumption of our long-delayed 78
biogas plants’ (shown right above,
early stage of dome base with two
inlets for human and animal waste
and below a completed dome where
the methane gas rises to be piped into the kitchen as clean burning fuel)
construction and has begun arranging for 100 improved stoves in 2021. With lockdown the mother
of innovation, Beeju came up with the idea of making a series of recordings for radio broadcasts in lieu
of class meetings. Sadhana is helping her develop this
in coordination with FM broadcasters.
Innovation in Accountability: In mid-january, Brian and I joked about walking pneumonia as we
trekked to a high area in Lamjung planted with fruit
trees provided to PCV Kate
Wilcox & LL/F Sarita Pariyal’s
2019 group. We welcomed
Sarita back as a
Leader in her
own right. Here
and elsewhere,
Brian was experimenting with a
brilliant app:
treetracker.org
of our new
partner Greenstand.org. Its
focus is on keep-

Sadhana &
Beeju at 2019
IOF Workshop

IoF student Sadhana Ranabhat (dark blue jacket, upper
left ) Baburam and Ram coach the seed sowing in the IOF
demonstration nursery.

Celebrating completion, Workshop participants
gather on our hotel rooftop before leaving on
what, for many, will be a long and arduous journey to their homes.
Scholarships: While on the IOF campus we met
the Kate Kinley Gregg Work-Study Scholar, Shilpa
Hamal, who was to be graduating with her Forestry B.Sc., (delayed due to covid). I asked Beeju
whether she knew of any worthy candidates to be
the next recipient, demonstrating need, academic
excellence, and aiming at a career in a SeedTree
mission-related field. Beeju suggested a Masters
level Scholar, Sadhana Ranabhat. Coincidentally,
Kathmandu Forestry College KAFCOL has recommended we award the Rob & Barbara Lilieholm
Scholarship to a graduate researcher this year. We
have sent a call for proposals. For three years
now, Sadhana has helped Beeju from Pokhara to
arrange our IOF trainings. She is embarking toward the MSc degree in Community Forestry, a
new academic field for a profession in which
women have gained parity with men in Nepal. I
was glad to advocate for her for her previous volunteerism, and Beeju’s recommendation. Kate
agreed and began supporting her graduate study

ing the planted
trees growing,
as each planted
tree is uploaded
year after year
through block-chain-protected, chain of custody, GPS
and time-stamped. Contrast the photos above,
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where I point out a virtually invisible planted amla sapling, with the information shown in
the treetracker.org page by zooming in on one highlighted of the few tested. Later, I entered trees I’ve planted around the Home Office with the needed Wifi & GPS capable cell
phone. Despite hurdles to adoption, this technology opens the possibility of remuneration
to the owner for protecting, their growing trees, multiplying their benefits to lands, atmosphere, people and wildlife. I expect implementation initially only to augment where posMature amla sible, rather than replace our regular recording
method of representative
sampling by group recorders.
From Lamjung we continued east to Bhotsipa, Sindhupalchowk on the newly cut, road
over which one bus had already been lost. Meeting first in
the Bhotsipa Municipality office (upper right), we learned
roadside stabilization was a first priority and agreed to help
9 of the 15 registered groups in the Ward. Soon their representatives met us at
the school for Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) for desired species, then
mapping (right), by drawing a map in the schoolyard with a stick, target areas
for each group. With these, the Peace Corps’ 10 and another nine in Chitwan, we began the Eco-Education classes with all 28 groups, continuing until
the March. All participants received our text books “Ourselves and Our Environment,” and each class received a copy of Ram Gautam’s new Agroforestry
book, masks, soap and distancing guidelines. Around mid-December restrictions for in-country travel and meetings were lifted within Nepal, allowing
me finally to confirm all but two of the 28 who had lost contact after their
PCV left, 26 classes are again meeting and nearing completion, like this recent
group in Chitwan. They have completed a plastics recovery project.
After Sindhupalchowk, I was glad to return to our base in Chitwan District
Recently resumed
where we have had the most significant and continuing impact on the forests and
Chitwan Eco-Ed class
communities surrounding the Chitwan National Park. There, I first planted trees in
1994 at Devghat, the holy confluence
of two rivers to form the great Narayani, the western boundary of the
Park, and in 1995, first experimented
with the participatory methods that
3/03
became the foundation of SeedTree’s
Shiva-Shakthi CF: Baburam
nursery and tree planting program in
(white) 7/03
& Menaka show me a
Jankauli village. Baburam, who
1/20
a young stand in 2003, and
1/20
again with Beeju, point to over-harvested Melia azedarach (bokaino) trees, works from our Seed Tree Nepal
popular for fodder. Trees tagged in a District study in Forest Management. (STN) office in Bharatpur, joined us to
tour a sampling of 5 sites where we
have previously worked, including Shiva-Shakthi Community Forest (CF) where we have helped for several years with Menaka Thapaliya Pathak. As we
left, Beeju told me within their CF is a 7 ha area they call “the SeedTree Forest.” We arrived
at SetiDevi CF in western Chitwan, propitiously for the opening of an eco-tourism center
they had established with a government
At our feet by SeedTree planted trees in SetiDevi CF were the
match. Visitors may see rhino, deer, or the Roy- prints of a female tiger estimated to be 1.2 M at shoulder height.
al Bengal Tiger that frequent the forest. Across 3
My ball point pen is placed in the print for measure.

the Narayani River in
Nawalparasi,
we walked a riverside trail with two
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247,335 seedlings of diverse native species. The
study indicated significant impact of these planted
trees from Landsat. Satya took me around to visit
a few he knew to remain from our first efforts and
meet a few of the original participants. It was
heartening to learn some of the benefits that had to them. Satya, here with
a Bombax ceiba, silk cotton tree, had
made a had made a grain storage
cabinet from some of his Dalbergia
sissoo, rosewood trees. Janey stands
by sissoo logs left after making doors
and windows for her home. She and
Satya stand in front of a bokaino and
large Autocarpus lakoocha, we gave
as

smaller sets of tiger prints, more evidence that tiger
populations are recovering due to anti-poaching
and habitat restoration. Our project here began
2014 with
PRA, after
learning from
intern Jared
Stapp’s study
that Narayani
VDC (now
Madhyabindu),
was suffering
sapling as it is so prized for fodder.
the most loss
Bokaino, has great regeneration, and
of forest cover
Changes in forest cover: two from among the worst and
overtook sissoo’s popularity by 1998.
(27% bebest of Chitwan Buffer Zone VDCs: 2005-13, J. Stapp,’14
Laney (left) stands in front of 2nd growth
tween 2005
after cutting the original ones,
and 2013) of all the Chitwan National Park’s Buffer
perhaps to make the turkey coop
Zone VDCs. In 2015 we rallied the community for a
behind her.
Savitri had but
grand nursery effort (video: https://tinyurl.com/
one from many of the original
y62sga6w ). Visiting in January 2020 we saw much
sissoo she had planted around
of their plantation area had been flooded and covher field, but had replaced her
ered with deep sand. Yet many of the planted Acamud floors with rosewood. I
cia catechu (khayer) had survived and were flourwas very pleased to see that she had
ishing in that sandy, rivtransplanted several of the coppice,
erine soil, offering some
one of which
protection from the
shows only as a
flood-prone river. Diffipale line in
cult access also contribforeground. As
uted to the loss.
heartening as
Our hotel was in
these stories
Bachauli VDC, the best
were, I still was
in the study, gaining
Hotel
owner
Nagraj,
Beeju,
dissatisfied with not seeing
162.9% forest cover
Brian, Carol, Satya and Gosufficient physical evidence of our 247,335 sap2005-13, despite its
karna, plant an avocado tree.
lings recorded as produced in our nurseries 1996growing human popula97 in 9 villages of Bachhauli VDC. I was surprised
tion. Working with Agriculturalist Satyanarayan
when Satya suggested I visit Jankauli CF, as I didChaudhary of thee local Nepal Indigenous (Tharu)
n’t know of its existence where it all began in
Development Society (NIDS), excluding 5 in 1995
1995. I was delighted when they recognized parbefore SeedTree, 1996-97 SeedTree had established
9 more village nurseries in the VDC, producing
4 ticipants on my PC and offered to show us some

They also visited Saraswathi
Shanthinagar CF (right) in
which we had reforested a 4 ha
area shown in 2008 with diverse young saplings, now a
forested area.
of those very sissoo. A ranger led
Seed delivery took them first
us to some of the larger of many.
back to Lamjung, for Sarita’s
The first got a hug, as much from
(right) and Goma Pariyal’s groups. Sarita will lead
joy at finding a repository for so
another in 2021, as will Goma Malmany of our reported trees, as to
la in Arghakanchi
measure what Brian thought to be a
lead two. Goma, a
30” diameter. The Chairman told
teacher and comme about 100,000 of sissoo alone
munity leader
had been planted in the 97 hectare
shows abandoned
Forest to which all 9 of our 1996land she hopes
1997 nurseries in the VDC,
to bring back to
(producing an estimated 182,874
productivity.
sissoo, in the total 247,335 seedlings of 14 mostly
Brian and Hayden
native species) could have contributed to Jankauli
endured many
CF and the to the turnaround from precipitous loss
rough bus rides
Laura’& Dhana’s
to 162.9% increase in forest cover shown in Jared’s
and once opted to terrace nursery
study.
journey 10 km on
Following co-founder
foot across a
Tom Hammett’s advice we
mountain range
visited the new Agriculture
from Laura’s to
and Forestry University
Felix’s Pyuthan
AFU, meeting Dean Dr.
sites. Later they crossed the Bheri
Balaram Bhatta, (here presenting recent AFU publiRiver on a footbridge to help
cations) faculty and students. AFU’s mandate inCatherine & Siriha’s site.
cludes not only, teaching and research, but uniquely,
Altogether, between Sindhupalextension also—a component for which they would
chowk Chitwan, and the Peace Corps sites, 699
welcome SeedTree collaboration.
participants in 26 groups planted 6265 trees diFebruary 6th, after preparation in Kathmandu, Brian
verse species grown in our nurseries, 1500 locally
and ex-PVC Hayden Rue set out on their long jourdonated mulberry (in Lamjung) and 2334 fruit tree
ney west to deliver requested seed and help establish
saplings of different species we distributed, includnurseries for all the new Peace Corps sites. Passing
ing mango, pomegranate, jackfruit, fadir, and sevthrough Dang, they visited two of our many old
eral varieties of citrus, In Chitwan, at least, many
sites west of Tulsipur to update our impact assessare already bearing like our hotel’s avocado. All
ment. Now retired Bed Bdr. K.C. took them to Bud1998 groups received and plantdhipur, where our 1997 nursery effort had transed vegetable seed or funds
formed their eroding ravines into a 7 ha Community
Forest providing shelter for crops, fuel, timber, fod2007
der, habitat for wildlife, including tiger,
and perennial water supply, formerly in2007
termittent. Brian set up a video call to
Maine so I could greet two old friends
there at the site.
Buddhipur, Dang: From 1997
eroding ravine to sustainably
1997 managed Community Forest.
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to purchase locally and do so.
While COVID gave disappointments
and delays, it also gave opportunity
to reflect of our 25 year experience
in Nepal, and dream of what could
be. For me, learning about Jankauli
Community Forest was a highlight
of that reflection, a circle of affirmation of all we have done together.
Goma Malla’s group after PV
Distributed fruit
Thank you. I was glad to share in
Sheri Love left, ready to transsaplings fruiting
online outreach, set up by Brian
plant
some
of
their
nursery
stock.
after one year.
through Camden and Orono Libraries. Yet, after so many online meetings, it was like an oasis in the digital desert to join a small but engaged outdoor audience and share
our story in such a lovely place as
Merryspring Nature Center, in Camden, Maine.
Looking forward, a few PCVs are
interested in returning and working
with us when borders reopen. Another, returned PVC Nate Chaput,
Kathmandu Post
on June 10th, our 25th birthday to
the day, Nate called, sparking a dialog by asking if we had any thought of working toward a 21st Century version of the CCC, a dream I had echoed in an early @Seed_Tree tweet. Until borders reopen, we
are planning to work with Ram and Baburam groups to complete halted work, and with Sarita and
Goma Malla to continue with one and two new groups, respectively and Beeju to complete the improved stoves in Jhapa and the educational radio recordings.

As a Post script, before leaving, we read in the Kathmandu Post, that very rare Woolley-necked cranes
had been seen in Bachhauli and were nesting in Jankauli Community Forest.
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